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Let f(x) be a periodic function with period 1 and let us write

X-

If f(x) is integrable in the Riemann sense, then

(2) lim f(x) .f(t)dt
k-o 0

Jessen) has shown that if f(x) is integrable (in the Lebesgue sense),
then

limf2(x) = I:f(t)dt

for almost all x. Ursell) has shown that (2) is not necessarily true
for integrable function f(x) for almost all x, and (2) holds almost every-
where when f(x) is positive decreasing and of squarely integrable in
(0,1).

The object of the present paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let f(x) be in$egrable and

(3) f(x)... 1 + (a cos 2=nx/ b, sin 2rnx)

If a,v/logn and b,v/logn are Fourier coecients of an integrable
function, then () holds almost everywhere.

For the validity of (2)almost everywhere f(x)can be discontinuous
in a null set, for the condition of the theorem depends on the Fourier
coefficients of f(x) only. The condition of the theorem is satisfied when

(a+b) log n

In this case, by the Riesz-Fischer theorem a.v/log n and bv/log
are Fourier coefficients of squarely integrable function and then of
integrable function.

2. Let us write

c0=--a0 c.= (a,-ib,), c_. =i. (n2,- 1),
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then (3) becomes

By (1)

k v=o

that is

(4)

k-1 vn
Ckniknz

,,=-oo / k ,,-0

f(x)" 1--ao+ (a. cos 2knx+b sin 2=knx)

Without loss of generality we can suppose that a0=0.
to prove that

limf(x) =0
k

almost everywhere.
3. By the W. H. Young theorem

Thence we have

a+ cos 2nnx
2 /log (kn)

(k> 1)

is a Fourier series of a non-negative integrable function, which we
denote by (x), where a is taken such that

1 1
/log k /log 2k

is a convex sequence and ak--*0 as k-* .
By the condition of the theorem there is an integrable function

g(x) such that

g(x)-., (a. cos nx+b sin nx)l-@n
Since

we have

e(kt)..- a__ + cos2knt
2 /log (kn)

a(kt)g(t-x)dt’.-,aa cos 2uknx+ba. sin 2knx).
0 n=l

By (4) we have

f(x) (kt)g(t-x)dt
0

almost everywhere. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that

(5) lim
k-

almost everywhere
4. If g(t) is bounded, then there is an M such that g(x)l M.

In this case
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fk(t)dt=M tPk(t)dt=ak---)O as k--. oo.
k o o

Thus (5) is proved.
In the general case, let us put

E.=E(I g()t >n)

then mE,--O n--- . (n=l, 2, ),

I 11g($)ld k(k(t+))d----ak g(01dt-0,

Hence there is a subsequence {E} of {E} such that

limE (kt)g(t-x)d=O

almost everywhere for all k.
For any positive them is an m such that

almost everywhere. We have

Ii (kt)g(t-x)dt= IE, q(kt) g(t-x)dt+ICE, (kt)g(t-x)dt

where CE denotes the complementary set of E. The second term of
the right hand side tends to zero as k-* o, as was proved. Thus

IIlim (kt)g(t-x)dt
k-, 0

almost everywhere. Since is arbitrary, the theorem is proved.


